respective diagramming, transformational has a more organized pattern based on the original sentence unlike in case grammar it has a tendency to rearrange sequence of words by separating the verb in order to emphasize the case categories whether the noun was agentive, locative, etc.

Filmore showed a challenging model yet analytical in a way when it comes to understanding noun phrases and verb phrases, but Chomsky had given simplicity when it comes to prioritizing the sequence of words in a sentence which could be easily understood with the use of diagramming. For Filmore’s case grammar it would be better if there weren’t too much details of the tenses, aspects or case patterns that affects the diagramming. It could have not confused anyone who would try studying the grammatical model. However, it could still be one of the choices in teaching grammar, but only for specific learners like the advanced students who could cope up with the changes Filmore has made in studying grammar, for this could take a lot of time and effort to be achieved. Therefore, one should have a great memorization and analysing skills before he or she could get the meaning of sentences and to be able to apply the model in any sentence construction.
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